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Synopsis
A beaten down young woman raises her own rogue tribe of followers to fight
against their oppressors. After several defeats, she wins her final battle, to be then
crowned queen in her own right.
The audience are first presented with the scene of BT being crowned by her own people
in form of a baptism. As the song begins, the camera follows BT through her pre-battle
rituals, shot in an intimate tracking style. The audience are taken from a smoky morning, through to the battle, and then finally a coronation. Each shot is fast paced and
personal, with different themes brought into each frame as the camera follows BT
singing the song, consistently addressing the camera as it pans to and from her.
As the song reaches its middle eight, the camera becomes stationary, and the final
battle is implied. This scene is handled similarly to Justin Kurzel’s 2015 adaptation of
‘Macbeth’, with large smoky shots and striking silhouettes.
Once the final chorus begins, the camera reverts to tracking again; BT walks down the
aisle of her own coronation . As the camera sweeps around to reveal BT in the final
scene, she sits down on her throne in a stony church setting, bloodshot eyed and pale.
Surrounded by her people all dressed in cloaks in a ritualistic looking affair, the final
shot takes in BTs face.
The audience are given a lasting shot of her wounded face, which contrasts the beauty
of her hair and elaborate coronation gown. As the music finishes, a single tear falls
from her eye and the camera cuts to black.

Main References:
Purity Ring - Lofticries
Atonement - Dunkirk Tracking Scene
Macbeth [2015]
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Idea Breakdown
Intro [before music begins]
Black. Cuts to downward close up shot of BT’s face underwater. Sound of
birds, and a Gaelic chant can be heard, muffled as though the viewers are
under water themselves.
Cuts to wide angle shot of a loch scene. A man who appears to be a religious
figure lifts BT out of the water int-o shot. BT is in a morning gown.
Camera tracks inward to BT’s face; panting from the cold (this can be heard
by the audience) Man steps back and continues to chant. Off screen a woman
slowly places a Celtic circlet on BT’s head. BT looks to the camera, loudly
exhales from the cold, camera cuts to black.

Main References
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[

Reclaim my . . . ]

Camera slowly fades from black to sweep up from the ground revealing
BT seated at wooden throne surrounded by followers. BT sings verse,
camera tracking shot in
[

Boadicea had an army I just got me, honey
Boadicea had an army I just got me, honey

BT stands her followers roughly tugging at her corset from behind
getting her armour on.
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[ Be that great old city tower,
crank your neck just look a little, little higher
Be all they all thought you’d never be
I was defeated, you’d think I’d leave it – honey,
The best reprise their lies then they succeed . . . ]
Camera moves behind while BT pulls back the tent to reveal a battlefield outside. It is early in the morning, dark and eerie, with thick smoke
plumes in the background. This is set in a clearing surrounded by
hills/Scottish scenery. There are people sitting around fires, all dressed
in the same cloak as each other. Several tents are in the clearing, with
horses and other artillery props.
BT walks through crowd of cavalry, camera follows her from behind as
they bow / all turn around to watch. The audience can feel all the attention drawing to her, and it purposely feels very intense, as the viewer
feels the aggressive nature of her presence.
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[ I’m that wealth of my own power,
Crank your neck just look a little, little higher
Be all they all thought you’d never be . . . ]
She is handed a fire torch, the camera zooms up toward this as she
drops it on the ground. The torch catches fire to what looks like a detonating cord, which then sets fire to a large bonfire, which hints to be
hiding bodies inside.
As the cue to the chorus comes in, the camera tracks out to show the
bustle of people have cleared and BT stands alone against the backdrop
of the fire as the chorus tagline drops.
[ Reclaim my throne . . . ]
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[ Your ego sat upon
Be a man at arms at the break of dawn,
Oh I wanna see your face, my battle’s won
Stake a claim, reclaim my fame it’s on . . . ]
As the chorus plays, BT aggressively pushes through the crowd of people
going about their duties. The camera catches each personal interaction
between them; the drama is seated in the audience feeling as though
they are walking through the scene themselves. See: Dunkirk scene in
‘Atonement’
[ Boadicea had an army I just got me honey
broken down, sewn up, seen a lot in my time
perception is deceit, leave it all to me honey
sewn up broken town, I’m taking what is owed to me]
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Camera follows BT as she heads toward another tent while the chorus
ends, and the second verse begins. Singing the second verse, BT is
handed a weapon and puts on a cloak similar to her followers, she then
enters a tent to find a prisoner guarded by one of her followers. Prisoner is kneeling with his back to the camera, arms pinned behind his
back tied, at the wrist. It is obvious this man is different from them, as
he is dressed in more traditional armour. The prisoner is clearly frightened, and badly injured face.
[ Take it all down, I never said a thing I
(I know you’re pulling out the big guns)
tell me I’m the queen, I’m the only one who knows how
(you’re really, ah)]
This scene shows BT singing the verse between looking at the camera,
and her prisoner. This scene is supposed to be uncomfortable to watch,
being semi-sexual in its nature, as the she gets very close to his face
while he cries.
[ Take it all down, I never said a thing I
I know you’re pulling out the big guns, I know you’re]
BT pulls away from the camera, leaving the prisoner in shot. Camera
then follows her out of the tent, tracking around her to show the prisoner in the background as the chorus cue comes in. She pulls the hood
of her cloak over her head, hands the weapon to whoever is guarding
the prisoner.
[ Reclaim my throne]
In time with the cue, the camera catches the prisoner’s throat being cut
as he falls to the ground while BT exits the tent.
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[ Your ego sat upon
Be a man at arms at the break of dawn,
Oh I wanna see your face, my battle’s won
Stake a claim, reclaim my fame it’s on. . . ]
As BT exits tent it is night time and the light is orange with the fires of
the campsite. She walks toward a church like ruin, and enters it. The
church is surrounded in candles and pictish / pagan ritual props. As the
camera moves in after her, the camera sees BTs head being held in a
moment of prayer by the same religious figure from the first scene. The
camera moves around the scene, showing the religious figure chanting
and followers weeping in the same space. BT stands up to exit.

Main References
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[

2:25]

As the music moves into the middle eight, the camera moves around to
show BT standing with her back to the camera, facing the open doorway
of the ruin. Outside is completely thick with smoke. As she walks outside into the smoke, making her just a silhouette.
[ Down on your knees pledge your alliagence
long may she reign they sing I’m your queen now
who’s pulling out the big guns,
oh it’s funny how the table’s turn
now who’s the hunted who’s the victim . . . ]
The camera follows BT from behind as she walks through the smoky
battlefield. The smoke is so thick the audience can see only silhouettes
of people fighting. BT slowly takes off the cloak she is wearing to reveal
her armour, and removes her sword from the sheath around her waist.
[

mm-mm . . . ]

As BT disappears into the smoke as the hums resolve.
[ Reclaim my . . . ]
Screen dips to black.
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[ Throne
Your ego sat upon
Be a man at arms at the break of dawn
Oh I wanna see your face, my battle’s won . . . ]
Once the final chorus begins, the camera begins its tracking style again,
so follow BT down the aisle of her own coronation. As the camera
sweeps around to reveal BT in the final scene, she sits down on her
throne in a stony church setting, bloodshot eyed and pale. Surrounded
by her people all dressed in cloaks in a ritualistic looking affair, the
final shot takes in BTs face.
The audience are given a lasting shot of her wounded face, which contrasts the beauty of her hair and elaborate coronation gown. As the
music finishes, a single tear falls from her eye and the camera cuts to
black.
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Locations Required

1 . Water Scene / Loch =
for the baptism scene.
Preferably close to the
field, and the day before filming
main scenes.

2. Field / campsite = the bulk
of the filming will be done
here, ideally with a ruin close
by to use for the prayer scenes

3. Church = the coronation
scene requires a church like
building, or a ruin we can
dress up like a church.
Again, preferably close to
campsite and shot the day
before main scenes

